1
00:00:19,690 --> 00:00:24,130
welcome I've never done this before so
2
00:00:23,050 --> 00:00:26,760
you have to pay would be especially
3
00:00:24,129 --> 00:00:30,309
after mr. Howard Jones is superb
4
00:00:26,760 --> 00:00:32,410
delivery was a professionally probably a
5
00:00:30,309 --> 00:00:34,420
broadcast he planted by comparison to
6
00:00:32,409 --> 00:00:37,929
him for anyway I'd like to share with
7
00:00:34,420 --> 00:00:40,539
you the experiences that I had all along
8
00:00:37,929 --> 00:00:44,619
be the type in connection with crop
9
00:00:40,539 --> 00:00:47,378
circles what I've tried to do it didn't
10
00:00:44,619 --> 00:00:48,969
unfortunately have enough literature to
11
00:00:47,378 --> 00:00:52,000
give you but some people do have
12
00:00:48,969 --> 00:00:55,719
illustrations of some of the things that
13
00:00:52,000 --> 00:01:00,850
I will mention in here crop circles wow
14
00:00:55,719 --> 00:01:04,989
where do we start a giant hoax or some
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15
00:01:00,850 --> 00:01:08,799
form of non-human intelligence trying to
16
00:01:04,989 --> 00:01:11,978
communicate with us if so what is the
17
00:01:08,799 --> 00:01:15,819
message for example if any of you seen
18
00:01:11,978 --> 00:01:20,459
or being in a crop circle at all any
19
00:01:15,819 --> 00:01:23,559
anyone had experience of it no right now
20
00:01:20,459 --> 00:01:25,949
I'll tell you what I don't even I'll
21
00:01:23,560 --> 00:01:31,090
never forget the first crop server i saw
22
00:01:25,950 --> 00:01:33,549
was in 2004 in shell hill just outside
23
00:01:31,090 --> 00:01:37,299
the town of khan in wheelchair southern
24
00:01:33,549 --> 00:01:39,759
England it was city we did below the
25
00:01:37,299 --> 00:01:43,209
white horse which is carved out of the
26
00:01:39,760 --> 00:01:45,790
hill site and consists of chalk no on
27
00:01:43,209 --> 00:01:47,979
the front page of some of the people
28
00:01:45,790 --> 00:01:51,580
that have the leaflets you will see the
29
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00:01:47,980 --> 00:01:54,640
actual white horse and also at the crop
30
00:01:51,579 --> 00:01:58,950
formation that particular crop formation
31
00:01:54,640 --> 00:02:02,260
measured so 380 feet across
32
00:01:58,950 --> 00:02:05,770
geometrically absolutely perfect and
33
00:02:02,260 --> 00:02:09,340
that particular design was actually the
34
00:02:05,769 --> 00:02:11,949
Star of David of Bethlehem those
35
00:02:09,340 --> 00:02:14,610
interesting to note the crop circles
36
00:02:11,949 --> 00:02:17,139
that are never replicated there are no
37
00:02:14,610 --> 00:02:21,550
to crop circles and saying they're all
38
00:02:17,139 --> 00:02:24,669
entirely different when inside the crop
39
00:02:21,550 --> 00:02:29,770
circle you can actually feel a very very
40
00:02:24,669 --> 00:02:32,179
definitive energy the crop was sweet and
41
00:02:29,770 --> 00:02:35,939
bent now the interesting thing
42
00:02:32,180 --> 00:02:38,280
the nodules of the corn were actually
43
00:02:35,939 --> 00:02:42,930
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bet they weren't broughton in any shape
44
00:02:38,280 --> 00:02:46,650
or form the crop inside had a very rough
45
00:02:42,930 --> 00:02:49,770
hard feel it rather sticky actually in
46
00:02:46,650 --> 00:02:52,530
substance was the crop outside of the
47
00:02:49,770 --> 00:02:56,880
circle was very very smooth and pliable
48
00:02:52,530 --> 00:03:03,719
Azure grid energy had actually the crop
49
00:02:56,879 --> 00:03:05,340
had been exposed to this area that is
50
00:03:03,719 --> 00:03:08,280
where the crop circle as well its vast
51
00:03:05,340 --> 00:03:12,090
plains is actually the breadbasket of
52
00:03:08,280 --> 00:03:14,099
England and is rich in many many leg
53
00:03:12,090 --> 00:03:18,450
lines that so many ley lines and energy
54
00:03:14,099 --> 00:03:22,439
lines on this plane for example we've
55
00:03:18,449 --> 00:03:26,369
got some henge the Neolithic stones
56
00:03:22,439 --> 00:03:29,370
available under a large suppose it
57
00:03:26,370 --> 00:03:33,360
ancient burial mound called syllabary
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58
00:03:29,370 --> 00:03:35,789
helmet which has been suggested that
59
00:03:33,360 --> 00:03:40,620
over the centuries it's been a landing
60
00:03:35,789 --> 00:03:42,449
site for UFOs and I've no evidence of it
61
00:03:40,620 --> 00:03:45,300
as such that i can chill either no but
62
00:03:42,449 --> 00:03:47,459
it's it is a theory and in fact Silbury
63
00:03:45,300 --> 00:03:51,300
Hill rises above the flat plains of
64
00:03:47,460 --> 00:03:54,240
wheelchair and is itself completely flat
65
00:03:51,300 --> 00:03:57,000
and we can be seen for miles just if you
66
00:03:54,240 --> 00:04:00,360
are familiar with that area that the air
67
00:03:57,000 --> 00:04:03,330
is vast as all things the whole area is
68
00:04:00,360 --> 00:04:08,250
actually hot spot for various blunt
69
00:04:03,330 --> 00:04:13,220
phenomena and crop circles encompass in
70
00:04:08,250 --> 00:04:18,319
all ears in the road con pusey devices
71
00:04:13,219 --> 00:04:22,048
Avery Alton Barnes and bishops turn in I
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72
00:04:18,319 --> 00:04:23,730
became so interested in this that I
73
00:04:22,048 --> 00:04:27,079
became a member of the wheelchair
74
00:04:23,730 --> 00:04:32,700
proximal Society for over 10 years and
75
00:04:27,079 --> 00:04:35,719
all this time we had or I've seen
76
00:04:32,699 --> 00:04:40,019
literally a few hundred crop formations
77
00:04:35,720 --> 00:04:42,930
a result of an incredible phenomena or
78
00:04:40,019 --> 00:04:45,538
man-made yes absolutely
79
00:04:42,930 --> 00:04:48,990
men on the way home from the pub with
80
00:04:45,538 --> 00:04:52,199
planks gas cylinders dogs doing it for
81
00:04:48,990 --> 00:04:56,780
nations which are instantaneously
82
00:04:52,199 --> 00:05:00,240
different in quality from the others
83
00:04:56,779 --> 00:05:03,119
however what about large circles
84
00:05:00,240 --> 00:05:06,019
designed that appear in desert sands or
85
00:05:03,120 --> 00:05:09,300
circle designs in a so very interesting
86
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00:05:06,019 --> 00:05:12,810
thing has come for this evening the
87
00:05:09,300 --> 00:05:16,829
gentleman here has fought a very good
88
00:05:12,810 --> 00:05:20,098
picture of a massive server which is the
89
00:05:16,829 --> 00:05:25,439
man-made formed on the suns in the
90
00:05:20,098 --> 00:05:27,569
finger westbury 4000 longer total
91
00:05:25,439 --> 00:05:32,250
coincidence wat is just what is here the
92
00:05:27,569 --> 00:05:35,219
scene in any way for example mandiant if
93
00:05:32,250 --> 00:05:38,639
you think that man me some years ago a
94
00:05:35,220 --> 00:05:45,530
large formation with a highly complex
95
00:05:38,639 --> 00:05:45,530
crapton of 1000 circles within circles
96
00:05:47,089 --> 00:05:55,348
producing the shape of a scorpion again
97
00:05:51,000 --> 00:05:57,478
perfect geometrically within 50 yards of
98
00:05:55,348 --> 00:06:00,658
the main London Road in and up of the
99
00:05:57,478 --> 00:06:04,680
tone of car summertime I think it's
100
00:06:00,658 --> 00:06:08,598
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reasonable to say it's dark eleven
101
00:06:04,680 --> 00:06:12,329
o'clock level 15 door one summer time
102
00:06:08,598 --> 00:06:15,269
for 30 and it's there for all to see
103
00:06:12,329 --> 00:06:19,339
within 50 yards of the main road no one
104
00:06:15,269 --> 00:06:23,519
sees a thing the formation measured some
105
00:06:19,339 --> 00:06:26,579
980 feet across achieved in four and a
106
00:06:23,519 --> 00:06:29,848
half hours in the dark and Norman sees a
107
00:06:26,579 --> 00:06:32,459
thing so guys if you are doing these
108
00:06:29,848 --> 00:06:35,069
things show us we've seen the smaller
109
00:06:32,459 --> 00:06:38,069
circles and everything but not on that
110
00:06:35,069 --> 00:06:41,610
steel and these are absolutely perfectly
111
00:06:38,069 --> 00:06:44,819
made of a demo repeat myself the corn is
112
00:06:41,610 --> 00:06:47,970
is actually sways and mock Magnus just
113
00:06:44,819 --> 00:06:50,038
bend no one's left their plant cell
114
00:06:47,970 --> 00:06:52,340
antibodies are strongly all their
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115
00:06:50,038 --> 00:06:52,339
ex-wives
116
00:06:52,519 --> 00:06:58,549
researchers believe there is evidence of
117
00:06:55,949 --> 00:07:01,408
a very high energy beginner flight
118
00:06:58,550 --> 00:07:05,699
skeptics of course believe the majority
119
00:07:01,408 --> 00:07:09,538
of formations of all man made for
120
00:07:05,699 --> 00:07:12,990
example some years ago there was a
121
00:07:09,538 --> 00:07:15,718
design of a messy car made for
122
00:07:12,990 --> 00:07:19,709
an ablative Alton Barnes in wilcher back
123
00:07:15,718 --> 00:07:25,199
in 1998 this took an astonishing two
124
00:07:19,709 --> 00:07:27,389
days to complete in broad daylight when
125
00:07:25,199 --> 00:07:31,740
the crop circle starts I really can't
126
00:07:27,389 --> 00:07:33,800
answer that and the list we have any
127
00:07:31,740 --> 00:07:39,809
reference to anything to do with the
128
00:07:33,800 --> 00:07:41,520
crop circles and back in 1678 obviously
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129
00:07:39,809 --> 00:07:44,490
a long time ago there were something
130
00:07:41,519 --> 00:07:47,609
known as the mowing devil and he was an
131
00:07:44,490 --> 00:07:51,329
impish style character that literally
132
00:07:47,610 --> 00:07:54,990
went through the proper it created a
133
00:07:51,329 --> 00:07:56,639
formation with a scythe but that's going
134
00:07:54,990 --> 00:07:59,338
back from historical times I can't
135
00:07:56,639 --> 00:08:01,619
actually tell you probably would think
136
00:07:59,338 --> 00:08:04,800
within a 30 or 40 years crop circles
137
00:08:01,619 --> 00:08:07,349
have become very prevalent during my
138
00:08:04,800 --> 00:08:10,228
tenure as member of the crop circle
139
00:08:07,348 --> 00:08:14,459
society we had many many interesting
140
00:08:10,228 --> 00:08:18,389
weekends researching exploring an eager
141
00:08:14,459 --> 00:08:21,439
there was a new formation the over that
142
00:08:18,389 --> 00:08:24,269
period of time we had a number of very
143
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00:08:21,439 --> 00:08:27,479
interesting people from all those we
144
00:08:24,269 --> 00:08:32,578
were given talks researchers and
145
00:08:27,478 --> 00:08:36,598
skeptics alike notably the world leading
146
00:08:32,578 --> 00:08:39,418
researcher on crop formations is another
147
00:08:36,599 --> 00:08:44,730
who Indian by the name of rod bear cloud
148
00:08:39,418 --> 00:08:46,948
now living in Canada his whole life has
149
00:08:44,730 --> 00:08:49,199
been studying crop circles all over the
150
00:08:46,948 --> 00:08:51,778
world in this country for example they
151
00:08:49,198 --> 00:08:54,809
they contained in will channel super get
152
00:08:51,778 --> 00:08:57,990
anything in new castle or Sunderland or
153
00:08:54,809 --> 00:09:00,229
whatever was we get away for sightings
154
00:08:57,990 --> 00:09:03,310
in westmeath we don't get crop circles
155
00:09:00,230 --> 00:09:07,450
he studied the subject for many many
156
00:09:03,309 --> 00:09:10,059
is he believes that they come from the
157
00:09:07,450 --> 00:09:13,240
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hieroglyphics in the King's Chamber in
158
00:09:10,059 --> 00:09:15,639
the Great Pyramid as far as the Incas
159
00:09:13,240 --> 00:09:20,700
are concerned it comes from Machu Picchu
160
00:09:15,639 --> 00:09:24,009
in Peru and the temples of Cambodia and
161
00:09:20,700 --> 00:09:27,339
many various sacred sites all over the
162
00:09:24,009 --> 00:09:29,559
world again every people I said there
163
00:09:27,339 --> 00:09:32,200
are never to patterns of like each is
164
00:09:29,559 --> 00:09:35,619
completely individual with its own
165
00:09:32,200 --> 00:09:39,790
message for example as far as Rob bear
166
00:09:35,620 --> 00:09:42,970
cloud was concerned Indian reservations
167
00:09:39,789 --> 00:09:45,778
in America are self policing no
168
00:09:42,970 --> 00:09:50,649
government authority is allowed entry or
169
00:09:45,778 --> 00:09:54,480
fly over landed upon ahem he says that
170
00:09:50,649 --> 00:09:57,759
his forefathers for thousands of years
171
00:09:54,480 --> 00:10:00,670
I've actually been busy visited by what
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172
00:09:57,759 --> 00:10:03,129
he calls the star people who apparently
173
00:10:00,669 --> 00:10:07,959
come not unlike the Egyptians from the
174
00:10:03,129 --> 00:10:12,309
dog star or Orion and that we humans are
175
00:10:07,960 --> 00:10:14,860
the offspring of extraterrestrials would
176
00:10:12,309 --> 00:10:18,129
deeply concerned that their prodigies
177
00:10:14,860 --> 00:10:22,930
are destroying mother earth which is
178
00:10:18,129 --> 00:10:24,789
true with chemicals Civil War possibly
179
00:10:22,929 --> 00:10:28,629
nuclear attacks doesn't big a fear of
180
00:10:24,789 --> 00:10:30,929
all these glyphs of binary messages are
181
00:10:28,629 --> 00:10:34,000
sent to us in a form of a crop circle
182
00:10:30,929 --> 00:10:35,729
warning us of the damage that we
183
00:10:34,000 --> 00:10:38,529
actually do into mother earth and
184
00:10:35,730 --> 00:10:42,310
there's a consequence of destroying the
185
00:10:38,529 --> 00:10:46,059
world we however are not advanced enough
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186
00:10:42,309 --> 00:10:51,489
to be able to interpret and see what
187
00:10:46,059 --> 00:10:54,699
these signs are actually telling us the
188
00:10:51,490 --> 00:10:57,669
extremely precise geometrical qualities
189
00:10:54,700 --> 00:10:59,320
of some crop formations though if you're
190
00:10:57,669 --> 00:11:03,429
lucky enough to have an effect on the
191
00:10:59,320 --> 00:11:08,980
second page there a German researcher
192
00:11:03,429 --> 00:11:11,409
has drawn the geometry of a crop circle
193
00:11:08,980 --> 00:11:13,840
which is when you have a look at it it's
194
00:11:11,409 --> 00:11:18,490
so complex but it is
195
00:11:13,840 --> 00:11:21,879
we perfectly on each crop circle has its
196
00:11:18,490 --> 00:11:31,769
own genre 54 it's actually put into a
197
00:11:21,879 --> 00:11:36,970
server now these circles are either
198
00:11:31,769 --> 00:11:41,110
natural mathematical laws or sign kind
199
00:11:36,970 --> 00:11:45,300
of premarital telligence is involved in
200
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00:11:41,110 --> 00:11:48,100
it the notion that such non-random
201
00:11:45,299 --> 00:11:52,689
accuracy could be trumped up by hoaxers
202
00:11:48,100 --> 00:11:56,110
in dark fields civilian a stretches the
203
00:11:52,690 --> 00:12:00,400
credibility of many observers complex
204
00:11:56,110 --> 00:12:02,200
tangents geometrical alignments present
205
00:12:00,399 --> 00:12:04,959
in three of the pictograms that are
206
00:12:02,200 --> 00:12:06,400
actually on page two I do apologize with
207
00:12:04,960 --> 00:12:08,290
not everybody managed to get the
208
00:12:06,399 --> 00:12:11,139
information but the people who do have
209
00:12:08,289 --> 00:12:14,889
it can see on page to the complex or
210
00:12:11,139 --> 00:12:17,470
there um if it means anything that the
211
00:12:14,889 --> 00:12:20,949
Germans neighbor who actually study that
212
00:12:17,470 --> 00:12:25,509
is a specialist on it his name is
213
00:12:20,950 --> 00:12:27,400
Wolfgang slightly got a name and John
214
00:12:25,509 --> 00:12:29,350
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Bartle ooh there are the two people
215
00:12:27,399 --> 00:12:32,079
responsible for the research on these
216
00:12:29,350 --> 00:12:34,870
and they have carried an extensive
217
00:12:32,080 --> 00:12:37,629
search on that area now another not
218
00:12:34,870 --> 00:12:40,810
well-known person who was actually
219
00:12:37,629 --> 00:12:43,870
president of which a crop said Society
220
00:12:40,809 --> 00:12:46,179
for many years before he died was he
221
00:12:43,870 --> 00:12:49,570
didn't see her was 60 sentiste man the
222
00:12:46,179 --> 00:12:52,569
trogs it was reg Presley never had a
223
00:12:49,570 --> 00:12:54,370
garage there's a Monday the middle reg
224
00:12:52,570 --> 00:12:58,450
reg I'm sure you've all heard about him
225
00:12:54,370 --> 00:13:03,460
no reg Lipton devices and it was very
226
00:12:58,450 --> 00:13:05,730
very knowledgeable on all is reg wrote a
227
00:13:03,460 --> 00:13:09,610
very interesting book called 40 things
228
00:13:05,730 --> 00:13:11,379
they would tell us about I have a
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229
00:13:09,610 --> 00:13:14,169
copyright that which I'll bring next
230
00:13:11,379 --> 00:13:19,179
time and couldn't get it in time to the
231
00:13:14,169 --> 00:13:22,000
ceiling now a video which he once showed
232
00:13:19,179 --> 00:13:26,679
us at one of the meetings showed a
233
00:13:22,000 --> 00:13:30,089
thorner playing a fellow on the world
234
00:13:26,679 --> 00:13:34,778
and directly behind him was a big
235
00:13:30,089 --> 00:13:38,620
plantation of corn without anyone in 30
236
00:13:34,778 --> 00:13:41,740
it selects about the size of large beach
237
00:13:38,620 --> 00:13:44,440
house came down for the sky and for
238
00:13:41,740 --> 00:13:47,980
about five minutes they actually just
239
00:13:44,440 --> 00:13:51,279
went over the crop up down just all it
240
00:13:47,980 --> 00:13:53,680
then all of a sudden a formation was
241
00:13:51,278 --> 00:13:55,689
created by these orbs of light which
242
00:13:53,679 --> 00:13:58,659
went directly straight up into the sky
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243
00:13:55,690 --> 00:14:00,640
and there they were know if this is a
244
00:13:58,659 --> 00:14:05,969
hoax I don't know it's one that Robert
245
00:14:00,639 --> 00:14:09,519
reg actually presented and showed us and
246
00:14:05,970 --> 00:14:11,350
it's it as I say you know people can
247
00:14:09,519 --> 00:14:14,829
make their own judgment whether it's
248
00:14:11,350 --> 00:14:17,110
right wrong or indifferent anyway I'd
249
00:14:14,830 --> 00:14:21,580
like to say before I conclude because I
250
00:14:17,110 --> 00:14:23,440
brought quite a long DVD for you to see
251
00:14:21,580 --> 00:14:24,639
on the eris crop circles you can take
252
00:14:23,440 --> 00:14:26,080
all even though we're not going to do
253
00:14:24,639 --> 00:14:29,919
that because we've got other things to
254
00:14:26,080 --> 00:14:33,520
discuss but you can see it for 20-25
255
00:14:29,919 --> 00:14:35,620
minutes I've had this for many years and
256
00:14:33,519 --> 00:14:37,480
I've never seen it myself so we go
257
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00:14:35,620 --> 00:14:41,620
interested in in and see what it's about
258
00:14:37,480 --> 00:14:43,810
there's one very impressed in crop
259
00:14:41,620 --> 00:14:46,959
circle I am sure you've heard of the
260
00:14:43,809 --> 00:14:50,619
organization set e which is search for
261
00:14:46,958 --> 00:14:55,149
extraterrestrial life Americans and that
262
00:14:50,620 --> 00:15:01,330
they have a signal station in Arecibo in
263
00:14:55,149 --> 00:15:05,079
Puerto Rico now in 1974 they send it a
264
00:15:01,330 --> 00:15:07,959
binary message out to the universe or
265
00:15:05,080 --> 00:15:10,450
which is on I think it's a second page
266
00:15:07,958 --> 00:15:16,799
before the end of that particular
267
00:15:10,450 --> 00:15:21,570
leaflet and basically if ever had our
268
00:15:16,799 --> 00:15:25,479
numerals at the top alphabet underneath
269
00:15:21,570 --> 00:15:28,778
what we concede to be the universe in a
270
00:15:25,480 --> 00:15:32,170
shape with a at one of the hill in the
271
00:15:28,778 --> 00:15:36,450
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in other words the letter M underneath
272
00:15:32,169 --> 00:15:40,099
now this was sent out from Arecibo in
273
00:15:36,450 --> 00:15:43,220
1974 and took quite a while if
274
00:15:40,100 --> 00:15:46,879
actually had a reply which we didn't
275
00:15:43,220 --> 00:15:51,579
have a reply in 2002 in the form of a
276
00:15:46,879 --> 00:15:54,740
crop circle but children in Hampshire
277
00:15:51,578 --> 00:15:56,568
very very interesting was it a walk such
278
00:15:54,740 --> 00:16:01,519
a genuine it was a very very complex
279
00:15:56,568 --> 00:16:04,250
message basically the message was that
280
00:16:01,519 --> 00:16:08,360
the universe was different to the form
281
00:16:04,250 --> 00:16:14,509
that we believed it to be and there was
282
00:16:08,360 --> 00:16:18,079
a grey alien on it and was it a hoax was
283
00:16:14,509 --> 00:16:20,919
it real I don't know but it's quite
284
00:16:18,078 --> 00:16:24,049
interesting because I say took 20 years
285
00:16:20,919 --> 00:16:29,299
in order to get a reply it wasn't madly
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286
00:16:24,049 --> 00:16:31,250
it very very complicated but anyway not
287
00:16:29,299 --> 00:16:33,919
on what I can and I think I let the crop
288
00:16:31,250 --> 00:16:35,929
circles do the work and you can have a
289
00:16:33,919 --> 00:16:38,448
look at the video and see the different
290
00:16:35,929 --> 00:16:40,189
formations and if I can be of service to
291
00:16:38,448 --> 00:16:42,049
you in any way any questions you want to
292
00:16:40,190 --> 00:16:45,680
ask them fold it like weather without
293
00:16:42,049 --> 00:16:48,278
any shadow else yes I'll angular so
294
00:16:45,679 --> 00:16:52,008
similar up there there is intelligence
295
00:16:48,278 --> 00:16:55,399
that I'm trying to do yeah teach us
296
00:16:52,009 --> 00:17:02,949
without many shadow yes I borrow that oh
297
00:16:55,399 --> 00:17:02,948
okay in with us gently put the drink
298
00:17:03,788 --> 00:17:14,199
what isn't radiation that move honey
299
00:17:07,490 --> 00:17:16,788
elevated circles yes there is yes um
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300
00:17:14,199 --> 00:17:20,009
yeah there is I mean I couldn't
301
00:17:16,788 --> 00:17:22,440
specifically tell you to level over
302
00:17:20,009 --> 00:17:25,019
the very texture the very nature the
303
00:17:22,440 --> 00:17:29,070
very soil is entirely different with in
304
00:17:25,019 --> 00:17:34,500
that complex than it is outside so
305
00:17:29,069 --> 00:17:36,929
whatever is actually making them is a
306
00:17:34,500 --> 00:17:40,319
very very high energy field to be able
307
00:17:36,930 --> 00:17:44,519
to produce and indeed as you noticed on
308
00:17:40,319 --> 00:17:46,639
the film the corn is actually suede even
309
00:17:44,519 --> 00:17:49,619
with an intense energy it's not broken
310
00:17:46,640 --> 00:17:52,710
now I would assume what you say see
311
00:17:49,619 --> 00:17:55,709
without youngsters doing it and we do I
312
00:17:52,710 --> 00:17:59,460
mean I'm their network them create crop
313
00:17:55,710 --> 00:18:02,130
circles but when when you actually study
314
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00:17:59,460 --> 00:18:04,350
them they are entirely different and can
315
00:18:02,130 --> 00:18:06,390
be seen as such when you see a team
316
00:18:04,349 --> 00:18:08,399
Noah's mom made yeah that's exactly what
317
00:18:06,390 --> 00:18:11,310
this is a documentary showing doing
318
00:18:08,400 --> 00:18:14,190
spent 60 and spent nine hours on us it
319
00:18:11,309 --> 00:18:17,099
is very very basic know those produce
320
00:18:14,190 --> 00:18:19,799
something so so difficult yeah well
321
00:18:17,099 --> 00:18:23,909
something 980 feet across phone off I
322
00:18:19,799 --> 00:18:25,829
was in the dark you know it's beggars
323
00:18:23,910 --> 00:18:27,180
belief really patel attentions they
324
00:18:25,829 --> 00:18:29,309
offer every will achieve almost eerily
325
00:18:27,180 --> 00:18:32,460
question well i'm just gonna stay with
326
00:18:29,309 --> 00:18:35,700
the rum the fake ones and the real ones
327
00:18:32,460 --> 00:18:38,370
yeah was it a difference in a electric
328
00:18:35,700 --> 00:18:40,319
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magnetic energy on down nobody's are to
329
00:18:38,369 --> 00:18:42,719
be fair I they're almost at a state but
330
00:18:40,319 --> 00:18:45,329
I've never been in the one that that's
331
00:18:42,720 --> 00:18:50,279
actually fitch like I couldn't say give
332
00:18:45,329 --> 00:18:51,960
it a fair comparison you know ya know
333
00:18:50,279 --> 00:18:53,339
the one of the ones that I've seen have
334
00:18:51,960 --> 00:18:55,140
come through all the society and
335
00:18:53,339 --> 00:18:57,869
whatever we've got it and we gonna look
336
00:18:55,140 --> 00:19:01,110
at it don't yeah and you can tell you
337
00:18:57,869 --> 00:19:03,029
could instantly either you can tell the
338
00:19:01,109 --> 00:19:08,729
difference between a box one and one
339
00:19:03,029 --> 00:19:12,599
that is one else think we've a break
340
00:19:08,730 --> 00:19:14,250
have a break now um 50 minutes yep okay
341
00:19:12,599 --> 00:19:16,759
I never will be up next thank you very
342
00:19:14,250 --> 00:19:16,759
much right
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343
00:19:36,720 --> 00:19:40,679
come down when that's the dry notes
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